Product introduction:

The product is a new generation of healthcare product developed in accordance with theory of traditional Chinese medicine and vessels, electro biology, physics and modern microelectronic technology and in combination with abundant clinical practice, the product is also a family and individual health care therapeutic device of the most advanced, the highest application rate and the best effect on body reaction by combining seven therapeutically methods, including slow stroke, united stroke, massage, acupuncture, scapping, cupping, lowering blood pressure.
Therapeutic mechanism:

Acting of cells odd human muscles, nerves, organs and tissues can produce wak current, it is formed due to change of some biologic electrons in living organism. The while life of human being cannot get away from bio-electronic motion; it always maintains relative balance in unbalance. According to the theory of channels and collaterals in Chinese medicine, the unbalance of the biological chain may cause disorder of channels and collaterals, arousing various discomfort or pains of human body.

Through the high and advanced digital technology, the microelectronic programs of production synthesize seven high-energy biological electronic currents to directly affect the body-surface acupoints or fixed acupoints of affected place. Induced by needing sensation through lifting.

Retaining and swirling the acupuncture needle, the stimulus can have anti-inflammation and detumescence effect by in-hitting.
sympathetic nerve, dilating blood vessel, promoting blood circulation and strengthening phagocytes of viscous and tissue. At the same time, high-energy pulse electronic currents can stimulate neuromuscle to extend and the resulting movement effect can effectively alleviate the fating and deal with paralysis and damage to peripheral nerve.

In combination with the theory of traditional Chinese meridians lowering blood pressure dropping automatically release the high bioelectric currents in ear back channel at regular time and in fixed quantity by directly utilizing bioelectronics of body itself and through natural therapeutically methods. Such automatic release of bioelectronics currents gradually balance the bioelectronics of body itself and thus lower the blood pressure.

The product has creatively developed room temperature infrared frequency spectrum electrode by using nanometer technology. It can generate high-energy infrared spectrum after electronic collision and accepting the skin radiation energy, which can further enhance the function of relieving inflammation, swelling and pain so that the therapeutic efficacy can be further improved.

3. Efficacy can be further improved.
specific emission rates are as follow. (the following data have been tested by China National Infrared Testing Center)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Before 8um</th>
<th>8.5um</th>
<th>9.5um</th>
<th>10.6um</th>
<th>12.0um</th>
<th>13.5um</th>
<th>14um</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emission</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feature:

1. Applied with digital technology. This unit transfers the digital signals and conducts comprehensive therapy through computer based on the requirements of the body. In this way, the therapeutic accuracy can be ensured and the therapeutic efficacy can be greatly improved.

2. Equipped with large size LCD, on which the intensity functions, therapeutic time can be clearly displayed both in Chinese and English.

3. The unique deep treatment button can be used to instantly change the output pulse width so that the therapeutic effect can go deep into the skin and flesh, making you more satisfactory.

4. The marvelous waveform composition let you feel a sense of reality of thumping, massage, acupuncture and manipulation, Stokke, cupping, scraping.

5. The special immunotherapy function

6. Applicable diseases
Indication: stiff shoulder, and neural paralysis, neuralgia, shank ache, whole body fatigue, stomachache, bad cold, cernical vertebra neck ache, periarthritis, toothache, high blood pressure, low blood pressure, energy failure, weak sexual ability, irregular menstruation, various acute chronic.

Components of principle unit and function:

1. Output jack: for connecting the output electrode
2. LCD: real-time display of the output status.
3. On/off switch: start/deepen/cancel “deepen”/turn off
4. Chinese/English display button: press this button, you may choose the LCD in Chinese or English
5. Manual button: there are therapeutic modes available in the apparatus, themping, message, acupuncture, nap apathy.
Cupping weogjt redueing, immunotherapy and massage, press this button once, a new therapeutic mode is set. The eight modes are automatically acupuncture used.

6. Button for time selection with this button, every press this button, time can be increased for 5 minutes, and 15 for 15 minutes.

7. Intensity enhancing button; there are 15 intensity levels which can be set on the apparatus. Press this button, there are 15 intensity can be reduced by one level.

8. Intensity reducing button; there are 15 intensity levels which can be set on the apparatus. Press this button once, the intensity can be reduced by one level.

Operational instructions:

Preparation before usage:

1. Battery installation
   1) Push off the battery deck cover and open the deck
   2) Insert three 7# batteries, paying attention to polarity.
   3) Close the deck cover firmly

2. Preparation of electrodes
   1) Peel off the smooth film on the adhering pads.
   2) Put the adhering pads on the chord winder after use

3. Placing electrodes
   1) Wipe the position of body to be massaged with wet towel to
remove oil, dirt, sweat and make up

2) stick the electrodes directly onto the skin to be massaged

3) treatment can not be effected unless both of the two electrodes are placed onto the body surface, it is not necessary to place the two electrodes symmetrically.

2. Application method

1) put on the power: press on/off button, the LCD screen display the power situation, at the same time LCD display signing arrow of selection for therapeutics modes, which is including acupuncture, strength is 0, time is 15 minutes.

2) Chinese/English display button: press this button, you can choose the LCD in Chinese or English.

3) selection for therapeutic modes: press the functional button, you can choose stroke, massage, acupuncture, manipulation, scrapping, cupping, weight reducing, hypnogenesis, adjust bp, immunotherapy.

4) Adjust strength: press strength button, you can adjust the strength which you need.

5) Time selection: you can select time is 5-15 minutes press one time, time will be added to 5 minutes.

Safety cautions
1. never use the equipment with following instruments.
   1) heart rate regulator and body build-in electronic therapeutical instruments.
   2) Artificial cardiopneumatic pacemaker. Electronic life support and treatment instruments.
   3) Cardiometer and wearing-on type electronic therapeutic instruments
      Malfunction or danger may occur for the patients who have been using the above listed instruments together with our equipment.

2. Follow doctor’s advice for the patients who are under medical treatment or for sufferers from the following:
   1) Malignant tumor
   2) Vd infection
   3) In menstrual phase or pregnancy
   4) Do not adopt the equipment near for heart disease patients
   5) Fever above 38.

   6) Abnormal cutaneous anaphylaxis
   7) Do not adopt the equipment at the diseased heat region, eyeballs, inside mouth, genital parts and external skin trauma

   8) Do not use the equipment simultaneously with other
Introduction to treatment method illustrated by cases

1. Cold:

Clinic attribute

Acute attaching with short course (3-4 days) with heavy tixoc
symptom general fever, ache, fatigue and slight symptom of respiratory tract inflammation, barely symptom is burbubing, dry or aching throat followed by sneezing, snuffles, rhinorrhea, headache, chily, cough, mausea, vomit, diarrhea and others, strong infection belonging to “extreme cold” category, common category includes “wind-chill” and “astrointestinal cold”.

Cause and pathology:
As frequently encountered common disease, cold is a catarrhal inflammation of upper respiratory tract caused by virus. The infection sources include the patient and recussive bacteria carrier. The epidemic virus exists in the sputum, spit, nasal discharge and other secretion, which can be spread by air, droplet with wide infectious area, leading to global epidemic is severe case.

Treatment:
Main acupoints: dazhui, fengchi, heguz auxiliary acupoints: for wind-chill type: lieque; for windheat type: waiguan; for headache: taiyang, baihui for snuffles; yingxiang for cough, feishu

Therapy acupuncture and cupping 10-20 min for each acupoint each time once every day or every other day, five time and one course.

Characteristics of the therapy eradicate complication, shorten course with rapid effect taking economy and easy use.
2. Gastralgia

Clinic attribute

Stomachache of acute gastritis acute attaching, continuous pains at abdomen, chest distress, nausea, vomit, accompanied with...
fever, bursting abdomen, diarrhea, among others

Stomachache of chronic gastritis; slow attaching with dull pain or distending pain, or burning in gastric cavity, which intensifies when eating cold or raw food or bursting in upper abdomen with protracted declining of appetite, magersucht, white complexion and nerveless limbs. Stomachache of ulcer regular ache of upper limbs, attach periodically 1-2 hours after after meal, which can be released by taking meal. Gastric ulcer has pressure pain at upper left abdomen, while duodenal ulcer has pressure pain on right upper abdomen.

Cause and pathology

With ache at the upper abdomen near heart as main symptom, gastralgia belongs to digestive tract disease caused by getting chill, unrestricted diet, irregular hunger and satiety, depressed mood and over-fatigue, it is recognized by traditional Chinese medicine that the stomach and spleen makes a exterior-interior relationship.

Which are correlated with each other, thus gastralgia is corresponding to stomach, liver and spleen, the pathological analysis indicates, that extreme ehill offending stomach, iver eaten of cold and raw food causing internal cold, or fondness of hot food accumulating heat, or depression and rage emitting air to hurt liver and the blocked
qihurting the stomach, or over-fatigue resulting in weak spleen and stomach.

Treatment:

Main acupoints pishu, weishu.

Auxiliary acupoints zusanli, zhongwan, qimen

Acununature once to twice everyday, 15-30 min for each point time, 8 times as a treatment course.

3. Constipation

Clinic attribute

Traditional Chinese medicine classifies constipation into four types of hot, air, collapse and cold, hot constipation may be caused by excess body yang, fondness of hot pungent fatty and sweet food. Few vegetable intake, accumulated heat of yang, burnt body fluid, dry feces...
and blocked abdominal air. Air constipation is caused by after-disease or postpartum non-recovered air, faint circulation if air due to air collapse and weakened intestine lubricant due to blood collapse. Cold constipation is caused by burnt yang and faint air of the elderly. Condensed chill and unable to decompose stagnant air and distribute body fluid.

Causes and pathology

Constipation, a condition in which the feces are hard and elimination from the bowels is infrequent and difficult, mostly vested in modern medicine as caused by anal fissure, hemorrhoids, proctitis, or caused by medication. Clinically it can be classified into functional or organic. Functional constipation is caused by weakened elimination power and in sufficient water content, few food intake or few fabric content in food, while organic constipation is caused by partial fleus, parenteral disease compressing intestine duct, or pyloric obstruction.

Treatment:

Main acupoints: pishu, dachangshu, zhaohai, cishou, zusanli, once a day, 15 min, for each point each time, 8-10 times as one course, more vegetable and fruit intake

4. Abdominalgia

Clinic attribute

Website: http://www.digitaltherapymachine.net/ Email: info@digitaltherapymachine.net
Addr: nanchang, gushu, xi'xiang town, Bao'an district, Shenzhen, china
Tel: +86-13824315693 Contact: wesley wang
As a symptom shared by many, diseased such as acute gastroenteritis, appendicitis, cholecystitis, cholelithiasis, pancreatitis, gastric and duodenal ulcer, dysentery, intestine obstruction, nephritis, ureterolithiasis and others, the location, nature and sign of the pain may differ from disease to disease. Therefore the phenomenon of abdominalgia shall be looked through for nature of disease during diagnosis, and adopt different therapy for different disease.

Causes and pathology

Abdominal refers to pain incurred from stomach cavity down to hair on pubis position, which may be caused by organic or functional abnormality and diseases in nerve system, circulation system, urinary system, reproduction system as well as whole body disease. According to traditional Chinese medicine, the disease is caused by, in most cases, unrestricted intake of cold or raw food, which hurts yang air of spleen and stomach accumulates chills, or careless bivouac which leads to navel penetration of chill, weak yang air in spleen, malfunction of spleen and stomach motive, engorgement intake salty hot or dirt food, heat accumulated by food detention in intestine, blocked abdominal air, depressed, mood, stasis of liver air and pivot disorder.

Treatment

Main acupoints: zusanli, zhongwan, dachangshu once a
day, 10-15 min. for each point each time, 8 times as one course.

5. Apoplexia and hemiparalysis

Clinic attribute

Apoplexies gray is sudden cataplexy, obnubilation, unconsciousness, stertorous breathing, skew mouth and eyes, and hemi paralysis. Subclinical apoplexies: hemi paralysis, skew mouth and eyes, dysphasia, sialosis, dysphasia, dysphasia, most of which are the
sequel of apoplexia gravis. In certain cases, the above symptoms may occur accompanied by facial anesthesia, limb anesthesia, heavy limbs, finger tremor, dizziness, white and greasy tongue coating, wiry pulse.

Causes and pathology

Cerebrovascular accidents such as cerebral embolism, cerebral hemorrhage, cerebral thrombosis, subarachnoid hemorrhage, and cerebrovascular spasm, are called apoplexia, namely, min-stroke syndrome of taiyang mainly caused by anxiety, disorder of yin and yang, distending abdomen and air and blood disorder with central channels and central viscera symptoms for clinic identification. As an acute disease, the symptom changes rapidly, which is similar to the wind evil of kindness and luck change of the nature, therefore the ancient Chinese people named the disease an mindstroke according to modern medicine, apoplexies can be classified into hemorrhagic cerebrovascular disease (hypertension related cerebral hemorrhage) and ischemic cerebrovascular disease (cerebral thrombosis, cerebral embolism, temporary cerebral ischemia attacking).

Treatment

Main acupoints: guannei, renzhong (philtrum), sanyinjiao auxiliary acupoints jiquan, weizhong, chize, for dysphagia, fengchi, for finger apeaxia, hegu.
6. Hypertension

Clinic attribute

Dizziness and heavy head are the most common symptoms of hypertension among general symptoms of tinnitus, giddiness, dysphonic, chest distress, palpitation, flushing face and eyes, numb fingers, dry mouth and throat, constipation, uroeryth, red tongue and yellow tongue coating, wiry pulses. Hypertension is defined as 20kpa of contraction pressure and 12kpa of diastolic pressure in quiet circumstance. The disease is classified in primary hypertension and secondary hypertension with heavy head and dizziness as main symptoms.

Causes and pathology

Liver air accumulation due to long term nervous tension, depressed mood and rage which turns into fire that hurts yin of liver. Yang not being constricted by yin, hyper function of liver yang, or weak kidney function due to old age, insufficient kidney yin, liver not nourished, excessive intake of fatty and sweet food, over drunk, generation of sputum and internal moisture which burns the body liquid to become sputum, which further stains stains channel of yin.

Treatment

Main acupoint: quchi
Auxiliary acupoints: baihui, fengchi, jianjing

By acupuncture, manipulation 5-6 min for each point, once a day and 15 times as one course, continuous treatment for three months.

7. Headache

![Headache Diagram]

Clinic attribute

Common headache category includes vascular headache, headache accused by intracranial pressure change, meningitis headache, cerebral traumatic headache, epileptic headache, headache accused by diffusion, and catatonic headache. By nature of pain it can be classified into head distending pain, megalgia, perpetual pain and paroxysmal pain.

As per the attacked parts, it includes front headache, which is accused...
by disease of eye, nose and throat, or anemia in certain cases, memicrania, caused by otopathy, toothache and gynopathy, top headache, caused by nervous malfunction, back headache, caused by hypertension, cervical spondlopathy cerebral rumor, general headache or migratory headache caused by cerebral rumor, general headache or migratory headache caused by cerebral arteriosclerosis, cerebral concussion, infection or intoxication. For chronic headache, the reason might be intracranial hypertension and some toxemia, for megalgia attacking in the morning accompanied by vomit which lightens later, the reason can be nervous malfunction, intracerebral tumor, subdural abscess, uremia, glycuresis and other toxipathy.

As classified according to the relation between symptom and channels and collaterals, headache can be yangming channel-related for front headache, shaoyang channel-related for top headache and taiyang channel related for back headache.

Causes and pathology

The ache at skull above eyebrow and hair edge is called headache. One of the most common diseases of mankind, the large variety of causes affect different parts of pathologic change with complicated traits, in traditional Chinese medicine, headache is also called mead with an eye to evil of yang offending the right air up to
head by way of channels, which are caused by accumulated heat, liver yang, sputum moisture and delicate constitution, or clean air stained by accumulated heat in stomach. Liver fire burning exhaustion of ying blood, clogging of sputum, upward movement of liver yang, among other factors.

Treatment

Main acupoints: fengchi, taiyang

Auxiliary acupoint: hegu

By acupuncture at points of fengchi and taiyang, with left electrode on fengchi and right one on taiyang, or vice versa, followed by hegu. 5-10 min, for each point, seven times as one course, once every day or every other day.

Manual point stimulation can be adopted during treatment as auxiliary therapy by tapping the stimulation line on the stimulation line all-way-round with two fingers, the therapy introduced here has good effect for various kinds of headache by eliminating evil air, smoothening channels and collaterals, activating air and blood and reinforcing insufficiency.
8. Rheumatic arthritis

Clinic attribute

Multiple, symmetric and wandering offense against the major joints of four limbs without malformation, mere arthralgia for untypical symptom as offense against small joints of single joint, referred to as “bizheng” in traditional Chinese medicine.

Causes and pathology

It is an allergic disease of arthritis of connective tissues which attacks joint mainly.

Treatment

Main acupoints: neiquan, yanglingqian, lianqiu;

Auxiliary acupoints;

For xingbi, fengchi, xuehai, for tongbi; ashi; for zhaobi; zuanli, yinlingquan; for rebi; sanyinjiao: for
protracted and weak constitution; shenshu, mingnen.

By acupuncture 30min. for each point, once a day. 10 times at one course. Stop for 5 days if not cured before starting a second course.

9. stiff neck

Clinic attribute

Aching and malfunction. Neck musels strain, neck fibrositis. Neck muscle rheumatosis, wryneck caused by hypertrophy of cervical spine as specified in western medicine can be treated by the therapy as well.

Cause and pathology

As an acute neck baryodynia simplex with restrained movement, stiff neck can be caused by improper sleeping posture, which leads to clogging of air and blood in channels. Or by wind and chill offending...
neck and back, which leads to blood clotting and air stagnant to block channels.

Treatment

Main acupoint: ashxue auxiliary acupoints: fengchi, jianjing

By acupuncture and cupping therapy with sitting posture, knead forcefully at ashixue with end of palm for a while and treat the said Acupoint with the electrodes: 10-20min for each point once a day

10. Aching symptom

Clinic attribute

Clinically it can be distending pain, stabbing pain, burning pain and
ache. The sore can be everywhere around the body, commonly on shoulder, back, leg and all limbs.

Causes and pathology

Aching symptom can be caused by various disease with aching as mian symptomatic group, including pain due to acute or chronic inflammation, nervous pain and cancer pain.

Treatment

Main acupoint: ashi xue

Auxiliary acupoint: for neck pain, jianjing, jianhou shu, waist pain; mingmen, shenshu, dachang shu, zhish, for lower limbs, zuasnli, yanglingquan, jiexi

11. seapulohumeral periarthritis

Clinic attribute

Slow attacking beginning with continuous ache of peripheral zone of joint with local general pressure pain. Slight at daytime but severe at night. The arm movement of sufferer can be affected due to shoulder pain, such as lift, outward twist, backward extension, getting dressed and combing hair. In traditional Chinese medicine, it is defined as “clotted shoulder” or “frozen shoulder” or “fifty-year-old-shoulder”.

Causes and pathology

As a chronic degenerative disease of soft tissue of shoulder joint it attcke fifty-year-old commnew this it is called “fifty-year-old shoulder”.
as nickname, closely related to age, constitution and strain, the pathological reason can be local clotted circulation at shoulder joint capsule and joints, which leads to general periarthritic adhesion that affects normal movement of shoulder joints.

Treatment

Main acupoint: jianjing, ashxue

By acupuncture, 5 min, at jianyu point on healthy side at first, level or lift up the arms gradually and slowly from low position to high position as advised by the doctor, and then treat jianneiyu until stretch backward to limit for 5 minutes, at last, treat jianwaiyu for another 5 minutes to move forward and rotate inward as instructed by doctor, total treatment time for the three points is about 15 minutes once a day, 6 times a course.

12. Lumbago
Causes and pathology

As a symptom shared by many diseases, lumbago is not a specific disease, that is secondary chronic impairment is possible after acute injury even without any remarkable injury history. Long term bending in work or long term frozen posture or overfatigue after disease may weaken the waste muscle and the injured muscle not recovered in time after acute waste in jury or sprain may lead to lumbago in the sense of traditional Chinese medicine even without any structural
edficiency.

Treatment

Main acupoint: ashxue

Auxiliary acupoints: for chill and moist clotted
type: weizhong, xuehai, qihai, shuifen, for sputum
clogging: weizhong, xuehai, qihai, zusanli, for moist heat downward
travel: weizhong, xuehai, qihai, zusanli, for moist heat downward
weshong, shuifen, for collapse of lower argans: qihai, xuehai,
for air and blood clogging type: qihai, xuehai, weizhong.

By acupuncture therapy, 60min, each time, once every day or every
two days, 10times as a course for 5 course for 5 course continuously.
Ashxue is the point where air and blood is clogged in the
channel. Focused stimulation of the point may open up the channel
and activate air and blood, in auxiliary acupoint, qihai controls
air, which is effective in opening up channels, weizhong is the first
choice for treating waste and back pain. Combined stimulation of the
above mentioned pointed can warm and open up blood channel
regulate air and blood, disperse clogs and release pains place the
electrode at left flank of neck if the sore is on left, and at right flank if
sore is on right, treatment time is 10 minutes, it is effective just for
once and cure 6 times.

13. Chronic lumbar muscle strain
Clinic attribute

Repeated attacking ache with long term lumbago history while occurs or intensifies after heavy work, bend or long sitting/standing, with general pressure paint at waste without fixed pressure pain point, prolonged or severe sufferer has aching hard lump touchable without apparent restriction to waste movement, acute attacking has intensive symptom accompanied with muscle spasm, lateral bending of lumbar spine and dray pain of lower limbs.

Cause and pathology

The disease is caused by repeated waste strain in a long term or acute injury of waste muscle without timely treatment of thorough treatment, or chronic intiammation or waste muscle fibre due to exposure to chill and moisture.
Treatment

Main acupoint waist ashixue

Auxiliary acupoints: shenshu, mingmen, dachangshu, weizhong and others, by acupuncture and manipulation, once a day 5-10min for each point each time, 7 times as one course

14. cervical spondylopathy

Cervical spondylopathy clinic attribute

As a protracted disease attacking middle-aged and elderly, the symptom may be slight or severe from time to time with neck and shoulder aching, numb upper limbs, restricted neck movement, weak grasp, frequent stiff neck, and muscular contraction. X ray and CT examination can ascertain the disease, as different pressed tissue at lesion place and scale of pressure. The disease can be classified into...
radiculopathic type, medulla type, vertebral artery type and disease belong to “paralysis disease” or “flaccid paralysis” in traditional Chinese medicine.

Cause and pathology

Caused by degenerative deformation of cervical intervertebral disc tissue and cervical vertebrae and joint (such as hyperplastic inflammation and prolapses of cervical intervertebral disc) which depresses radiculale and spinal cord that leads to general discomfort of upper limbs on one side or both sides, dyskinesia, myodystrophy and syndrome at rear end extremity.

Treatment

Main acupoint: ashixue

Auxiliary acupoints: tianzong, jianjing

By cupping therapy 20-25min, each time once every 3-5 days, or as often as indicated by symptom. It is expected to release and eliminate pain within a few times. According to traditional Chinese medicine, the disease is caused by insufficiency of kidney and liver and exposure to chill and moisture, it originates from dumai, which control the general yang of whole body, penetration of chill and moisture with weak liver and kidney function leads to bioeked flow of and blood in the channel and further causes stiff neck, drag pain and numbness in arms and even flaccid paralysis in severe case, cupping therapy maybe of great
help in opening up the channels and collaterals and yelease spasm.

15. Menoxienia

Clinic attribute

(1) Advanced menstrual period: 8-9 days in advance or even twice in a mouth, red in color and large quantity, with flusing face, anxiety, feisty, fidget, red tongue and yellow tongue coating, wiry pulse or thread rapid pulse.

(2) Delayed menstrual period: 8-9 days of delay, or even 40-50 days of interval, thin and little quantity with pathological leanness, pale in
complexion, chill and thermophilic, light tongue color, slow pulse.

(3) Irregular menstrual period: on periodic menses with severe pathological leanness dim complexion, dizziness and waste ache, quantity varies with light color.

Causes and pathology

Menoxenia or irregular menses is a common gynopathic and quality, including advanced menstrual period, delayed menstrual period, irregular menstrual period, delayed odic flow of blood and sloughed off tissue from the uterus under control and regulation of hyperphysical stalk and ovary secreting. Menoxenia can be caused by malfunction of hyperphysical stalk and ovary.

According to traditional Chinese medicine, irregular menses is closely related to kidney, spleen and liver and random flow of blood heat may cause disturbance as well. Over anxiety, unrestricted diet may cause weak air in stomach and spleen that is unable to control blood. Prolonged disease, loss of blood and silent consumption of yin blood, intake of cold and raw food. Chill an evil penetration and blood clogged by shill.

In channel can be pathological factors for irregular menses.

Treatment

Main acupoints: quanyuan, qihai. Auxiliary acupoints: for week air, zusanli; for week yin; neiguan, taichong; for stuff fever, xuehai; for
blood clogging;sanyinjiao

By acupuncture therapy, select acupoint according to principle of dialectics of traditional Chinese medicine and symptom 30min, for each time, 7 times as a course, generally the disease can be cured within 4 course.

For one who has normal menses in the past, slight irregular menses can be caused by bad mood, fatigue of diet, generally menstruation can be effected by acupuncture on hegu, reason rests with mechanism of acupuncture strengthening contraction of wormb.

16. Male sexual disorder (impotence, premature ejaculation, seminal emission)

Clinic attribute
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Impotence, premature ejaculation, seminal emission.

Impotence refers to flaccid penis or insufficient hardness of erection. Accompanied with headache, dizziness, anxiety, insomnia, flaccid and sore waste and lap.

It is normal physiological phenomenon to have seminal emission once or twice without other symptoms, frequent emission once or twice without sore waste, flaccidity, and insomnia shall be deemed as pathosis. Nocturnal emission cessive heat and yellow urine. Spermatorrhea features cachexia, little intake, pale complexion, or even uncontrolled emission for a instantaneous sexual ideas.

Premature ejaculation refers to emission it very short time of sexual intercourse or even emission before intercourse.

Causes and pathology

Male sexual disorder can be caused by neuron factors, endocrine dyscrasia, or pathological change of sexual organs, however, the main reason for sexual disorder are abnormal sexual behavior (masturbation, excessive copulation, discontinuance) and abnormal mental status (horror, tension, over-excited, lack of confidence and excessive fatigue).

Treatment

Main acupoints: for seminal emission; guanyuan, cichou:
impotence; huiyin, cicou, guanyuan, qihai, baihui, taixi, by acupuncture and message, once a day 10-15 main. For each point each time, 10 times as a course with interval of 3-5 days between two courses. Suitable treatment strength, according to one’s endurance.

Standard graph of body acupoints: